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Computer recognition of hand gesture can provide more intuitive user machine interface and can be 

useful for wide range of applications [1].  The aim of this project is to impalement hand gesture 

recognition that supports: UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and STOP, and can be used as a game 

platform for PC + built in PC camera.  The hand detection would be implemented using Viola Jones 

detector [2] which is well known robust and fast algorithm for face detection.  Viola Jones algorithm is 

working on the monocular grey level images by matching characteristic gradient such as intensity 

gradient between the eyes and the forehand.  Viola Jones algorithm was found to be very successful for 

face detection in variable lighting conditions, and was further enhance for hand recognition under some 

rotation restrictions [3] ( gesture need to accurately meet the pre-define gesture rotation ).   

After selecting the five hand posture ( U,D,L,R,S ) and writing the decoder and the training algorithm in 

Matlab.  The evaluation would be done in to 3 phases: 

 

(1) The detection would be limited to hands with little background 

(2) More “realistic” hand + face PC capture 

(3) If time permitted: Video captured from PC camera 

 

For each phase, the following would be  

(1) A collection of images would be captured using PC camera, in different light conditions. 

(2) Some noise cleanup would be done. 

(3) Viola Jones decoder would be trained be trained use “integral feature” as suggested in [4].  Each 

gesture would be trained separately, but with the same “integral feature” ( that might be investigated 

further during the project ) 

(4)  The system would be tested and some and false positive would be reported further technic would 

be added. 
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